Cell phones, computers, electric vehicles, airplanes… are revolutionary systems combining generations’ multidisciplinary intelligence. In the foreseeable future, individual systems as such are integrated to form larger and more
complex systems: autonomous vehicles, energy-efficient buildings, electric aircraft, and smart grids, to name a few.
Resulted energy exchange increase in electrical as well as multi-physics domains requires an efficient and intelligent
energy processing mechanism. Power electronics, the engineering of energy conversion using solid-state electronics,
serves as an indispensable link in such energy management.
In this presentation, two complex systems: one stationary as in energy-efficient buildings and another mobile as in
more electric aircraft, lead to the exploration of power electronics enabled system-level power optimization in electrical
and thermal domains. The talk introduces a bi-directional virtual thermal storage concept and discusses how this storage can be controlled via power electronics means to contribute thermal inertia to a power system. This practical and
economic methodology addresses critical challenges pertained to stability, efficiency, and storage requirement in next
generation highly stochastic and power dense energy systems. A side theme touches briefly on integrated modularized
power converters, with system-level design considerations, as key technology enablers to boost power density in future
transportation electrification.
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